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Beyond interoperability



To a certain extent interoperability has been 

achieved, now we need to talk about what 

interoperability enables. 
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To interoperability and beyond

Souce: Free Disney Clip Art Buzz Lightyear
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Standards underpin interoperability
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“We can't share maps on the Web.” 

”We can't deliver data to different systems.” 

"We don't have a common language to speak
about our geospatial data or our services.” 

"We can't find and pull together data 
from our automated sensors.”

“We have security issues relating to 
geospatial data exchange.”

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium

Interoperability: information integration
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Use cases

Example 
datasets

Validate model

Check 
compatibility

Across multiple domains

winter highways 

maintenance

winter highways 

maintenance

sustained polar 

science campaign

sustained polar 

science campaign
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Address global challenges together



Neelie Kroes, Open Forum Europe 2010:

'Openness at the heart of the EU Digital 

Agenda' Brussels, 10th June 2010

Interoperability boosts competition, we need more of that.

For devices or applications to be interoperable - to work together - all 

concerned parties must agree to a common way of doing things.

Formal standards are one way to get there.
More transparency in formal standard-setting can lead to 

more efficient outcomes.
Public and private procurers of technology should be smart and build 

their systems as much as possible on standards that everybody can use 

and implement without constraints: this is 

good for the bottom-line because it promotes competition between 

suppliers and prevents vendor lock-in.
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Standards and the Digital Agenda

• Action on interoperability essential to maximise
social and economic potential of information 
and communication technologies (ICT). 

• Need identified in the Digital Agenda for Europe 
[COM (2010) 245 final/2] – a flagship initiative 
of the Europe 2020 Strategy 

• The Digital Agenda can only take off if interoperability based on 
standards and open platforms is ensured. http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:0245:FI
N:EN:PDF

• http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2010:2020:FI
N:EN:PDF
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Translating Interoperability

Help policy and decision makers 

to address the following:

a) Is the activity for public benefit? 

(Measure and record value)

b) What is the business driver? 

(Internal efficiency, customer satisfaction)

c) Does a capability already exist? 

(Enable reuse, avoid duplication)
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Translating workshop language

• What are valid measures of 
interoperability?

• How is your organisation 
assessing interoperability?

= How does interoperability 
empower your organisation?

= How do you measure business 
value?
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The business voice
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OGC Business Value Committee
Plan 2011 - 2012 

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium

The mission of the Business Value Committee: 

• Assess the costs and benefits of successfully 
using open geospatial standards

• Provide guidance to assist the assessment 
of costs and benefits

• Understand and articulate the business value 
of using OGC standards

• Enable the wider community of stakeholders to 
leverage business value as a tool to foster
investment and implementation
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OGC Business Value Committee
Plan 2011 - 2012 
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Current activities:

• Testing the structure, ease of completion and 
language for a global business value survey

• Current review phase until end July 2011

• Plan to issue survey worldwide

• Contact me if you would like to participate
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Geospatial Enterprise 

Integration Maturity Model

June 24, 2009  (Revision of White Paper originally published March, 2006 
by David Sonnen, John Moeller and David LaBranche)
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GEIMM Conclusions

• Integration of geospatial capabilities into enterprise 
information systems hinges on the maturity of how an 
organization is managed.

• The use of open, standards-based, service-oriented 
architectures simplifies our ability of designing 
information systems which can tie together the growing 
number of creative applications to meet the needs of 
business and personal activities. 

• As organizations achieve higher levels of maturity, the 
use of interoperability standards and best practices will 
become normal business activities. This will enable the 
synchronization of policy and processes. 
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OGC standards in policy worldwide

• Global Earth Observation 
System of Systems (GEOSS) 

• NATO C3

• INSPIRE Directive

• European Space Agency

• National level legislation, e.g. 
Canada, Japan and the Netherlands

• US Federal Geographic 
Data Committee (FGDC)
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Catalonia
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IDEC, the Geoportal of the Catalonia SDI, offers several 
services including the multilingual Catalog Server, with more 
than 18,000 records of metadata available (53,000 in both 
Spanish and English), describing data available from over 80 
providers.  The Viewer, a client that implements the OGC® 
WMS specification, allows users 
to access more than a dozen WMS servers from different 
providers who together provide ~ 200 layers of geodata.

A 2007 study by the JRC and the Centre of Land Policy and 
Valuations of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya showed 
that the initial investment to set up the IDEC SDI was 
recovered in just 4 months, or 6 months if the operating costs 
for 2004-05 were also included. 
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Western Australia
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Kylie Armstrong , Landgate –

“ When you are delivering spatial web services on 

behalf of 20 government agencies to more than a 

1000 organisations running their own spatial 

systems, you need standards. Using internationally 

recognised OGC and ISO standards for both the 

architecture and web services has been essential 

to our success.”
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• NASA has Earth-Sun System (E-SS) Spacecraft and E-SS 
Sensors and collects terabytes of data daily.

• NASA’s Integrated Systems Solution Architecture explains the 
importance of access to data, observation and data products 
and models.

• Enhance NASA’s contribution to the Global Earth Observation 
System of Systems architecture approach.

• NASA’s goalR.to further the access to NASA’s data in the most 
technologically feasible approach.

• Systematic analysis of the quantitative and qualitative value 
of geospatial interoperability.

NASA interoperability report
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• GIO Program funded an independent, industry lead, return on investment 
study to assess benefits (positive or negative) of using geospatial 
interoperability open, interface standards to access data. 

– Booz Allen Hamilton (BAH) award

– six month contract

– Final Delivery : May 2005

• Study Objective: Select one Program, Project or Enterprise currently 

– utilizing GI-open, interface standards (Case #1) 

– not utilizing GI-open, interface standards (Case #2)

– Capturing overall benefits, both positive or negative

– Lifecycle baseline set at 5 years

NASA interoperability report
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The project that adopted and implemented
geospatial interoperability standards produced:

– risk-adjusted Return on Investment (ROI) of 119.0%.
A “Savings to Investment” ratio over the 5 year project lifecycle.

– risk-adjusted Return on Investment (ROI) of 163.0%
over a 10 year period.

– saved 26.2% compared to project that didn’t use open standards

(One way to interpret this result is that for every $100M spent on projects 
based on proprietary platforms, the same value could be achieved with $75M 
if the project were based on open standards.) 

NASA interoperability report
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• Direct user (or customer) value
• Social (or non-direct, public) value
• Government foundation/operational value
• Government financial value
• Strategic/political value

Five value factors – NASA study
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• Data availability
• Ease of use
• Broad data sharing capabilities

Direct User Value
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• Better decision making ability
• Extra-governmental coordination
• Minimal barriers
• Institutional effectiveness
• Efficient use of taxpayer resources

Social Value
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Government Operational Value

• Ease of integration
• Intragovernmental collaboration
• Public participation/accountability
• Interagency collaboration
• Reuse, adaptation and consolidation
• Mainstreaming of GIS
• IT Performance
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• Total Cost Savings
• Total Cost Avoidance

Government Financial Value
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• Close Working Relationship
• Supports Improved Decision Making
• Supports NSDI
• E-Gov Support

Strategic/Political Value
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Return on Investment

Multiple studies confirm the value and 
advantage of standards-based solutions:

– NASA Geospatial Interoperability: Return on 
Investment Study: 
http://gio.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ROI%20Study.pdf

– Value of Standards, Delphi Report: 
http://www.delphigroup.com/research/whitepapers/20030728-standards.pdf

– Economic Benefits of Standardization, DIN 
German Institute for Standardization: 
http://www.sis.se/upload/632248898159687500.pdf
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An Observation PostA Vertical Obstruction

A Navigation Beacon

What is this?

Shared understanding     

Image courtesy of Mark McInerney
Assistant Director, Defence Spatial Standards 
Office, DIGO, Australia
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SYNTACTIC

SEMANTIC

Machine to Machine

Human to Human

Know Learn

Knowledge interoperability
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“ Interoperability seems to be 

about the integration of

information. What it’s really

about is the coordination 

of organisational behavior. ”

David Schell, OGC Founder and Chairman



• Organisational

• Cultural

• Commercial

• Legal 

• Technical

• Knowledge and knowhow

• Global forum for global networking

• Business value aspects

• Spatial law and policy discussions

• Standards development and testing
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OGC = Interoperability



Prepared by: Xia (UIUC) & Zhao (UNCC), 2009

Note: A 7-point scale is used (1: Strongly disagree with the benefits; 7: Strongly agree with the benefits.)
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Ability to add new tech

System integration time

Responsiveness

Cost reduction

Employee productivity

Operational Benefits



Prepared by: Xia (UIUC) & Zhao (UNCC), 2009

Note: A 7-point scale is used (1: Strongly disagree with the benefits; 7: Strongly agree with the benefits.)

5.17

5.41

5.18

4.55
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5.26

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Partner relationship

New product

New business

Customer understanding

Market understanding

Customer services

Strategic Benefits
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Overcoming boundaries between: 

• Industry, government, academia and the public

• Disciplines, professions and industries

• Levels of government, local jurisdictions

• Nations, languages and regions

• Different technologies and vendor products

• Legacy systems and new solutions

Cross-boundary information sharing

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium
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OGC’s Interoperability Approach

Interoperability Program – prototyping and 
testing program with proven ROI. Designed to 
accelerate interface development and validation, 
and bring interoperability to the market.

Standards Program – manage consensus 

processes similar to other industry consortia (W3C, 
IETF, OMG and others). Revise and maintain open 
geospatial and location standards.

Marketing and Communications Program –
raise awareness of standards availability, adoption 
and business value. Work with OGC members and 
alliance partners.

Rapid Interface
Development

Standards
Setting

Market
Adoption
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OGC Interoperability Program

• A sponsor's investment is leveraged by the investment 
of other sponsors, reducing each sponsor's share of the initiative 
cost 

• Aggregated investment and interest attracts participation 
of technology providers who contribute resources to develop, 
test and demonstrate ability of draft standards 
to address sponsor interoperability requirements

• Integration at cost much lower than one-off integration projects 

• Protect technology investments
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So what?

Image courtesy of 1Spatial
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OGC Web Services (OWS) Projects

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium

$1 invested in 
OGC Web Services 
returns at least $3 
(in terms of supporting a similar initiative 
financed outside the OGC).
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Vision for AIM requires Interoperability

Collection

Common Operating
Picture

International AI 
Exchange

Distribution

Pilots

Airlines

ATC Systems

Military

ChartingR
A

IX
M

* Adapted from RTCA, Incorporated.  Standards for Processing Aeronautical Data.  Report: RTCA/DO-200A. September 28, 1998.

Airports

Obstruction Evaluation

Procedure Development

Airspace and Rules

Military

Forest ServiceR.

AIM CustomersData Stewards & 
Suppliers

AIXMAIXM
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Aeronautical Information Exchange Model (AIXM)

ISO 19107 Spatial

ISO 19108 Temporal

ISO 19115 Metadata OGC and ISO 19136 
Geography Markup 
Language (GML)Universal Markup Language 

(UML)

Extensible Markup 
Language (XML)

Conceptual standards Exchange standards

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium

AIXM based on International Standards
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Ian Painter, Snowflake Software -

“ Sponsors get incredible value for money through 
access to multiple sets of experts and technologies. It 

would cost them a lot more in terms of time and money 

if they were not able to use the OGC process. 
Participants also benefit from direct feedback for 

product research. ”

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium
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Benefits of IP participation

International organisation as participant:

• Allowed for validation of COTS solutions selected 
to build the new Technical Architecture of our Enterprise 

Architecture

• Provides ability to streamline business processes 
to take advantage of AIXM compliant data disseminated by 

OGC compliant services 

• This results in reduced operational costs while opening up 
new avenues for products and services

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium
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Summary

• Join and participate in the OGC BVC activities
– Survey and measures for business value

• Learn more about OGC Interoperability Program
– Survey and measures for business value

• Attend an OGC meeting and learn more

• Speak with OGC members or staff

© 2011 Open Geospatial Consortium 47
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• Next OGC meeting Brussels 28th Nov – 2nd Dec 2011

• Work ongoing in between meetings

• Non-members welcome to attend the overall meeting 
and a number of open working groups, such as
– Business Value Committee

– Emergency & Disaster Management Domain Working Group

Copyright © 2010, Open Geospatial Consortium

OGC quarterly member meetings
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• JRC: Position Paper on Architecture and Standards
– http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/position_papers/inspire_ast_pp_v4_3_en.pdf

• OGC member listing

– http://www.opengeospatial.org/ogc/members

• OGC membership

– http://www.opengeospatial.org/contact

• Products compliant with OGC standards

– http://www.opengeospatial.org/resource

• Active OGC Testbeds, Pilots and Experiments

- http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/active

• OGC Domain Working Groups

– http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/groups/wg

Copyright © 2010, Open Geospatial Consortium

OGC reference material
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Thank you for listening

Join the mailing list at: 

business.value@lists.opengeospatial.org
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